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Overall Objectives
•	 To create a hydrogen fuel cell-based solution as a cost-

competitive	and	more	energy-efficient	baggage	tow	
tractors (airport vehicle) compared to the incumbent 
internal combustion engine-powered vehicles

•	 To enable airport end users to accomplish their daily 
tasks with a hydrogen fuel cell solution while reducing 
consumption of gasoline and diesel fuels, reducing 
demand for petroleum in the United States

•	 To demonstrate lower carbon emissions with fuel 
cells

•	 To demonstrate a value proposition that shows decreased 
energy expenditures when compared to diesel-powered 
airport vehicles

The project objectives are listed in Table 1.

Fiscal Year (FY) 2015 Objectives 
•	 Develop the 80-V fuel cell product for baggage tow 

tractor (BTT)

•	 Test with Charlatte CT5E baggage tow tractor

•	 Perform factory acceptance test to demonstrate 
equivalent operation as battery/internal combustion 
engine tow tractors

•	 Conduct site planning to install hydrogen at host site

•	 Start of the demonstration

Technical Barriers
•	 Upsizing GenDrive architecture from current 48-V 

product to 80-V product

•	 Weatherproofing	for	outdoor	application

Technical Targets
Technical targets for this project are listed in Table 2.

FY 2015 Accomplishments 
•	 Conducted	operator	and	fire	safety	training	on	fuel	cell	

systems and hydrogen infrastructure

•	 Hosted Memphis Fire Services Bureau for review

•	 Received permitting for hydrogen site

•	 Commissioned	the	fleet	of	15	fuel	cell	cargo	tractors	and	
liquid hydrogen infrastructure site

•	 Conducted a site event including the DOE, FedEx 
Express, Plug Power, and Steve Cohen (US Congressman 
for Tennessee, 9th District)
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X.1  Ground Support Equipment Demonstration

TABLE 1. Specific Project Objectives and Expectations

FC - fuel cell; GSE - ground support equipment
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INTRODUCTION 
This project will deploy 15 fuel cell-powered units for 

two years at FedEx Express’ busiest airport. The project is 
planned	for	two	phases.	The	first	is	a	one-year	development	
phase where Plug Power develops, builds and tests the 80-V 
(~20 kW) fuel cell system for the BTT application. The 
second	is	a	two-year	demonstration	where	a	fleet	of	BTTs	
are integrated into Charlatte CT5E electric tow tractors and 

deployed at the FedEx locations under real world conditions. 
The	fuel	cell	fleet	will	be	fueled	by	a	GenFuel	hydrogen	
compression, storage, and dispensing solution.  

APPROACH 
Plug Power will design an 80-V fuel cell system as a 

drop in place replacement of an electric Charlatte tug (see 
Figure 1). 

TABLE 2. Project Technical Targets

FIGURE 1. Direct replacement of 80-V battery
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X. Market TransformationPetrecky – Plug Power

Hydrogen will be supplied to the tugs via GenFuel 
hydrogen infrastructure that will provide onsite hydrogen at 
350 bar to be dispensed directly to the fuel cell in the tug (see 
Figure 2). 

•	 Definition	of	Requirements	–	complete

•	 Alpha Prototype – complete

•	 BTT Beta Builds – complete

•	 BTT	Testing	and	Certification	–	complete

•	 Site Preparation – complete

•	 Commissioning – complete

•	 First Year of Demonstration – second quarter (Q2) of 
2015 to Q2 2016

•	 Assessment after Year 1 – Q2 2016

•	 Demonstration – Q2 2016 to Q2 2017

•	 Assessment after Year 2 – fourth quarter 2017

RESULTS 
The kickoff of the project occurred on March 27, 2013. 

Results will be communicated in quarterly reports later this 
year.  

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The	first	year	of	the	demonstration	is	underway.	Data	

and	field	performance	are	being	collected.	Conclusions	
will be drawn as the demonstration continues on. Future 
directions will depend on performance and will be reported 
on in the 2016 update. 

FIGURE 2. Hydrogen solution


